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1. Introduction 
The study of the r.e. degrees in their own right was initiated by Post in his 
paper of 1944 [9]. The algebraic structure of the r.e. degrees as an upper 
semilattice was first recognized by Kleene and Post [3], and has been intensely 
studied by logicians for over twenty years, beginning with the theorem of 
Friedberg and Muchnik [l, 81. Early result by Sacks, the Splitting Theorem [lo] 
and the Density Theorem [ll], emphasized the uniformity of the structure of the 
r.e. degrees and led Shoenfield [12] to make a conjecture which states that the r.e. 
degrees have a certain homogeneity property. Roughly speaking, Shoenfield 
conjectured that the r.e. degrees act as a countable partially ordered set in the 
same way that the rational numbers act as a countable linearly ordered set. This 
conjecture turned out to be false and later results in the r.e. degrees tended to 
emphasize the pathology of this structure. For example, Lachlan, in his so-called 
monster paper [S], showed that the conclusions of the Sacks Splitting and Density 
Theorems could could not be combined. 
Recent work of Lerman, Shore, and Soare [7] on the non H,-categoricity of the 
r.e. degrees and of Harrington and Shelah [2] on the undecidability of the r.e. 
degrees has shown the existence of infinitely many 3- and 4-types, respectively, 
over the r.e. degrees, but not very many first order properties which might 
distinguish a single r.e. degree from another have been studied’. Our program is to 
take certain natural and important definable subclasses of the r.e. degrees and to 
study their relation to the r.e. degrees as a whole. The purpose is to gain 
important information on the algebraic structure of the r.e. degrees. In this paper, 
we study a first order definable class of r.e. degrees, the nonbranching degrees. 
An r.e. degree is called nonbranching if it is not the i&mum of two incompara- 
ble r.e. degrees (see Definition 2.1). The existence of an incomplete nonbranching 
degree was shown by Lachlan [4]. (A construction is also given in Shoenfield [13, 
* *fie results in this paper are part of the author’s doctoral dissertation, written at the University of 
Chicago under Professor Robert I. Soare. 
’ Note added in proof. Recently Ambos-Spies and Soare have announced that there are infinitely 
many l-types realized in the r.e. degrees. 
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Chapter 181.) More recently, the nonembeddability result of Lachlan and Soare 
[61 gives a condition on an r.e. degree which forces it to be nonbranching. 
Since not every r.e. degree is nonbranching, in some sense the best possible 
result along the lines of the program outlined above for the nonbranching degrees 
is given by our Theorem 3.1, the Density of Nonbranching Degrees Theorem. 
Like the Sacks Density Theorem, which it extends, Theorem 3.1 describes a 
uniformity in the structure of the r.e. degrees. The proof is an infinite injury 
priority argument with a nonrecursive injury set, combining techniques from the 
Density Theorem and Lachlan’s construction of nonbranching degrees with 
several new ideas. The theorem appears to be the first result, beyond the original 
Density Theorem, which asserts that a certain class of r.e. degrees is dense in the 
r.e. degrees. As a corollary of the theorem we have Splitting by Nonbranching 
Degrees (Corollary 3.10) and hence the nonbranching degrees generate the 
nonzero r.e. degrees under join (Corollary 3.11) and form an automorphism base 
for the r.e. degrees (Corollary 3.12). The nonbranching degrees appear to be the 
first nontrivial definable subclass of the r.e. degrees to be shown to generate the 
nonzero r.e. degrees under join and hence form an automorphism base. Theorem 
3.1 can be used to calculate the Cantor-Bendixson rank of the r.e. degrees when 
they are given a natural order topology (Proposition 3.15). 
We now fix some notations and conventions which are used throughout the 
paper. A set is often identified with its characteristic function. By degree we mean 
Turing degree. The least upper bound of two degrees a and b is called their join 
and is written a U b ; the greatest lower bound of a and b, if it exists, is called their 
inf and is written a n b. We write inf{aO, . . . , a,,} for the greatest lower bound of 
{a,, . . . > a,} if it exists. 
Let {W,),,, be some standard enumeration of the r.e. sets and let {W > e,s L,SEO be 
a recursive collection of finite sets such that for all e and s, W,,, c We,s+l, and for 
all e, W, = U, W,,s. If a construction involves a given r.e. set A, then we assume an 
effective stage-by-stage enumeration {A,},,, of A with only finitely many ele- 
ments entering at any stage. Which effective enumeration of A we use generally 
does not matter, but if we use in the construction a one-one effective enumeration 
{asJseo of A, then we assume that A, = {ao, . . . , 4,). If we are constructing the set 
A, then we write A, for the set of numbers put into A by the end of stage S. 
Given an effective enumeration of an r.e. set A by stages, we say that a stage t is 
a true stage in the enumeration of A if no number <w enters A at a stage >t, 
where w is the least element which enters A at stage t, if there are any such 
elements, and otherwise w = t. Then the set of true stages in the enumeration of A 
is infinite and recursive in A. 
By a partial recursive functional 9, we mean an r.e. set of axioms with no 
redundancy. An axiom consists of a string a, an argument x, and a value y- (A 
string is an element of 2<” ; if u E 2”, then we call n the length of u, lh (+ = n.> We 
assume that lh (+ > x. If the axiom belongs to ?P and CT c A, then P(A; X> 
converges to y. We use ly(A ; x) J to mean that P(A ; x) converges to some 
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value. The length of the axiom is the length of the string cr. By ‘no redundancy’ 
we mean that for any set A and number x, at most one axiom in V applies to A 
and x. We denote partial recursive functionals by capital Greek letters and their 
use functions by the corresponding small Greek letters. That is, if @(A; x) i , 
there is a unique axiom in P applying to A and x, and $(A ; x) is the length of 
this axiom, which is >x. If W(A ; x) does not converge, then $(A; x) = 0. 
Let {*J,,, be an effective listing of all partial recursive functionals of one set 
variable. Let {V’ } e,s .z,sco be a recursive double array of finite sets of axioms such 
that for all e and s, each axiom in Te,, has length <s, and we,, E ‘P_+r, and, for all 
e, pe = Us qe,s. 
Suppose that ??’ is a partial recursive functional and A is being constructed. If 
TPs (A, ; x) 1 and A, 1 u = A 1 u where u = & (A, ; x), then the computation is 
‘correct’, i.e., ?P(A ; x) & by the same computation. Also, we say that @s(A, ; x) = 
y if Ps(A, ; x) = y and &(A, ; x) < w where w is the least element which entered 
A at stage s, if such an element exists, and otherwise w = s. We let &(A, ; x) = 
&(A,; x) if @s(A,; x> J ; otherwise, &(A,; x) = 0. If t is a true stage in the 
enumeration of A and ‘lir,,,(A, ; x) & , then the computation is correct. 
We let ( ): w2 + w be some fixed recursive bijection and write (x, y) for 
( )(x, y) and (x, y, z) for (x, (y, z)). We assume that for all x and y, (x, y)a x, 
(x,y)ay and that (x,y)<(x+l,y) and (x,y)<(x,y+l). If A is a set, then we 
define A(“) = {(n, y): (n, y)~ A}, so A’“’ = A no, and we let 
A(<“) = u A’““, and 
ll’<lI 
A’<“) = ngn A’““. 
If m is defined to be the largest number satisfying some property and there are no 
such numbers, then we take m to be 0. We denote the end of the proof of a 
theorem, proposition, or lemma which stands by itself with the symbol H. The 
symbol q denotes the end of a construction or of the proof of a lemma which is 
part of the proof of a theorem. 
2. Definition and basic construction of nonbranching degrees 
De&&ion 2.1. An r.e. degree a is nonbranching if it is not the inf of two 
incomparable r.e. degrees. 
In Definition 2.1 it does not matter if infs are taken with respect to all degrees 
or just with respect to the r.e. degrees. For suppose that a, cl, and c2 are r.e. 
degrees with a<cl, c2. If a is the inf of cr and c2 when all degrees are considered, 
then all the more so is a the inf of c1 and cz when only r.e. degrees are considered. 
If a is the inf of c1 and c2 when only r.e. degrees are considered and d s cl, 4, 
then by Lemma 18 of [4], there is an r.e. degree d* with d s d” and d” <cl, c2. 
Since a is the inf of cl, c2 among the r.e. degrees, d” G a, so d <a. Thus a is the inf 
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of ci, c2 when all degrees are considered. The result of Lachlan used above can be 
strengthened to: if n > 1 and ci, . . . , c,, are r.e. and d s q for all i, 1 <i c n, then 
there is an r.e. degree d* with dsd” and d” s ci for all i, 1s i s n. It follows that 
if n 2 1 and a, ci, . . _ , c,, are r.e., then a is the inf of cl, . . . , c,, among the r.e. 
degrees iff (L is the inf of ci, . . . , c,, among all degrees. 
Incomplete nonbranching degrees were constructed by Lachlan [4]. A similar 
construction is given in Shoenfield [13, Chapter 181. 
Suppose that we wish to construct an r.e. set A so that deg(A) is nonbranching 
and incomplete. To making A incomplete, we must meet for all n the require- 
ment 
N,,: w,(A) #K (2.1) 
where K is a complete r.e. set. To make deg(A) nonbranching, we must 
demonstrate, for each i and j, that if A <r Wi and A =+-Wj, then deg(W,) and 
deg(Wi) do not have inf deg(A). To this end, for each i and j we construct an r.e. 
set Bi,j such that Bi,j + Wi @A and Bi,j +. Wj@A and so that for each i, j and e 
we meet the requirement 
R~i,j,,): A <T Wi AA <T Wj ~ Bi,i # ~~(A). (2.2) 
We meet the N,, requirements by the Sacks preserving lengths of agreement 
strategy. (In this paper we assume some familiarity with this strategy, both in its 
finite and infinite injury forms, as given in Soare [14].) To ensure that Bi,j + Wi @ 
A, Wj @A, we have two sets of markers rtj and Atj for x E w. Initially, r$ p, and 
A$ ‘) are on ((i, j, e), (p, 0)). If a number <x = (e, p) enters Wi at stage s, then r;j is 
moved up to ((i, j, e), (p, s)) and similarly for Atj with Wj in place of Wi. This is 
the only way that rtj and Atj move. Thus each r~j (Acj) has a final position which 
can be found recursively in Wi (Wj). If at some stage we put x into Bi,j, then at 
the same stage we put into A a number < the current positions of rcj, Ati. This 
ensures that Bi,j + W,@A as once rtj has reached its final position and A is 
correct through that final position, x cannot later be put into Bi,j. Similarly, 
Bi,j~r,Wj~A. 
To meet R(i,j,,) we attempt to diagonalize on numbers x E o@), i.e., if x = 
(e, P> & Bi,j and ~c,s(A, ; XI= 0 we would like to put x into Bi,j and preserve the 
computation. However, in view of the strategy to make Bi,j + W,@A, Wj@A, 
when we diagonalize on x we must put a number < the current positions of rtr 
and Aili into A and this could destroy the computation against which we are 
diagonalizing. Hence we may diagonalize on x E w(e) only when the positions of 
both rrj and Azj are z+_(A, ; x). We are able to meet Rci,j,,j in spite of this 
restriction. If A <r Wi, and ?Pe(A) is total, then for infinitely many x E ace), Wi 
changes below x after the correct computation Pe(A ; x) is established (else 
Wi +A) and for these x, the final position of rtj is a&(A; x). Similarly for 
infinitely many x E w , (e) W. changes below x after the correct computation 
?PJA ; x) is established, buk we need more, namely, infinitely many x E W(~) for 
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which both Wi and Wi change below x after the correct computation is estab- 
lished. We actually have this, as can be seen by a closer analysis. The key idea is a 
double use of the following lemma, which is the lemma to Theorem 2 of Chapter 
18 in Shoenfield [13]. 
Lemma 2.2. If A is r.e., Wi &A, R is r.e. in A and infinite, and f is recursive in A, 
then S = {x E R: W, 1 x # Wi,fC,., 1 x} is r.e. in A and infinite. 
Proof. Given an A oracle, we can enumerate R. For each x E R, we can compute 
f(x) (using A) and then enumerate Wi to see if a number <x appears in Wi at a 
stage >f(x>. In this way we can enumerate S, so S is r.e. in A. If S were finite, 
then for some fixed x0, if x E R and x > x0, then Wi r x = Wi,,Cx, 1 x. Since R is 
infinite, we can A-recursively list elements x of R which are >x, and for each 
such x calculate f(x) to A-effectively compute Wi lx. Thus Wi +-A, a contradic- 
tion. Hence S is infinite. n 
We now present the basic nonbranching degree construction. Although the 
presentation is different, the techniques involved are those of Lachlan’s original 
proof [4]. The reader may notice some simplifications which could be made in this 
proof, taking advantage of the fact that this construction involves only finite 
injuries. We have chosen not to make these simplifications because we wish to 
make the transition to the infinite injury construction of Theorem 3.1 as smooth 
as possible. 
Theorem 2.3. There is an incomplete nonbranching degree. 
Proof. We construct an r.e. set A and r.e. sets Bi,iy i, j E o, as in the preceding 
discussion. In particular, we have requirements N,, and R,, as in (2.1) and (2.2). 
For each i, j, x we have markers r$, A;j. We write rcj,,, Aci,, for the positions of 
rci, Aci at the end of stage s. Since r&, Azi are moved only during part (1) of 
stage s > 0, we may refer to r;,, Ati,s at any point after part (1) of stage s. From 
time to time during the construction we may begin an attack on R, ; when we do, 
we enumerate a restraint of priority n associated with the attack. The attack and 
restraint remain in effect until the restraint is violated (i.e., a number< the 
restraint enters A), at which time both the restraint and the attack are canceled. 
At the end of stage s we let 
l(n,s)=max{x: WY <x)(%,~(A,; Y)=K(Y))I, 
r,(n, s) = max{&,(A,; z): zsl(n, s)} 
R,(n, s) = max{r,(n’, s) : n’s n}. 
These definitions are as in [14, p. 5151. 
We also let r2(n, s) be the largest restraint of priority n existing at the end of 
stage s and let R,(n, s) = max{r,(n’, s) : n’ < n}. 
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Finally, R(n, s) = max{Z?,(n, s), R,(n, s)}. 
We now give the construction. 
Stuge s = 0. Put rf: p), A$ p, on (6, i, e>, (P, O)), all i, j, e, p. 
Stuge s + 1 > 0. 
(1) For each i, j, x = (Q, p), if a number <x enters Wi ( Wi) at stage s + 1, set 
G,s+l (&i,s+l) equal to (6, j, e>, (P, s + 1)). 
(2) Find the least (i, j, e) s s, if any, such that 
R~i,i,,) is not under attack, (2.3) 
and for some x E o@), 
*zz,, (A, ; XI = 0 = &,j,s (XI, (2.4) 
and 
rtj,s+l and &,s+l are both Zmax{&_(A,; x), R((i, j, e), s)}. (2.5) 
If (i, j, e) exists and x is the least corresponding number in o@) satisfying (2.4) and 
(2.5), enumerate x into & and enumerate min{r&+r, A;j,s+l} into A. We say 
that an attack on RCi,j,,) has begun and assign a restraint of priority (i, j, e) equal to 
$_(A, ; x), to be associated with the attack. Cl 
We now show the correctness of the construction through a sequence of 
lemmas. 
Lemma 2.4. For all i and j, Bi,j +- W-,@A, Wi @A. 
Proof. Fix i and j. Since for each x and s, r,2i,s # T’&+r only if Wi,,+r r xf W,,, 1 
x, r; has a final position. In fact, if x = (e, p) and s0 is the least s such that 
Wi,, r x = Wi 1 x, then s0 can be found effectively in Wi and r;,s has value 
z = ((i, j, e), (p, s,)) for all s 3 sO. If x enters Bi,i at a stage s Z= sO, then at stage s a 
number <z enters A. (A number of the form ((i, j, e), (p, w)) is put into A only at 
a stage where x = (e, p) is put into Bi,j, so the number enumerated into A when x 
is put into Bi,i is not already in A.) Thus if t 2 s,, and A, 1 z + 1 = A f z + 1, then 
x E Bi,j t, x E Bi,j,t. Since, given a Wi oracle, s0 and z can be computed uniformly 
in x, Bi,j + Wi @A. Similarly, Bi,j ST Wj @A. 0 
Lemma 2.5. For all n, only finitely many attacks are made on R,. 
Proof. Suppose that the result- holds for n’< n; say no attack is made on any R,, 
with n’ < n after stage so. Suppose that an attack is made on R,, at a stage s > so. 
Then by (2.5) and the definitions of R and R2, the restraint of priority n 
associated with the attack could be violated only if an attack on some R,,, n’s n, 
was made later. By choice of so, no attack is later made on R,, with n’< n and by 
(2.3) no further attacks on R,, will be made as long as the attack made at stage s 
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remains in effect. Thus the attack made on R, at stage s is never canceled and no 
further attacks are made on R,. Hence, at most one attack is made on R, after 
stage sO. 0 
Lemma 2.6. For all n, N,, is met and lim, r,(n, s) exists. 
Proof. From the definition of RI, it follows that N,, can be injured at stage s only 
if an attack is made on some R,, with n’< n at stage s. Hence by Lemma 2.5, N,, 
is injured only finitely often. The lemma now follows by the usual Sacks 
preserving lengths of agreements argument (see [14, p. 5151). Cl 
Note that by Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6, R(n) = lim, R(n, s) exists for all n. 
Lemma 2.7. For all n, R, is met. 
Proof. Suppose that R,, fails, where n = (i, j, e), so A +-Wi, A <T Wi, and G,i = 
We(A). By Lemma 2.5, R, is either eventually permanently under attack or 
eventually permanently not under attack. We show that under these assumptions, 
R, is eventually permanently under attack. 
Let f(x) be the least s such that !P_(A,; x) converges by a correct computation. 
Since W,(A) is total, f is total and recursive in A. By convention, f(x) is 
s&(A; x). Applying Lemma 2.2 with o@) in place of R, 
is infinite and r.e. in A and hence, applying Lemma 2.2 to Wj with S1 in place 
of R, 
is infinite. In other words, for infinitely many x E o@-), both Wi and Wj change 
below x after the correct computation ‘Pe(A ; x) has been established. For each 
x E Sz, the final positions of r~j and Ati are af(x) Z= I,!J~ (A ; x) 3 x. 
Since S2 is infinite, we may take x0 with x0 E S, G w@) where x,, is so large that 
(i) x0$ Bi,j, and (ii) x0> R(n). ((i) is possible since R, is attacked only finitely 
often.) Then, since T,,(A) = Bi,i, at all sufficiently large stages (2.4) and (2.5) are 
satisfied by (i, i, e) and x0. It follows that R, is eventually permanently under 
attack. 
Let s + 1 be the stage at which the final attack on R, is begun, say x is put into 
Bi,j at stage s + 1. Then Bi,j(x) = 1 and a computation ?@=,,(A, ; x) = 0 exists when 
the attack is made. By (2.5), the computation is not destroyed at stage s + 1, and it 
is not destroyed at a stage >s + 1, else the restraint of priority n corresponding to 
the attack would be violated and the attack would not be the final one. But then 
Bi,i and Pe(A) disagree on x, contradicting our assumption. Thus R,, is met. Cl 
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The theorem follows from the lemmas. For let Q = deg(A). Then by Lemma 2.6, 
a is an incomplete r.e. degree. Suppose that cO, cr are r.e. degrees both >a, say 
Wi E ~0, Wj E ~1. Then by Lemma 2.4, deg(Bi,i) < c,,, U 4 = c,,, for m = 0 or 1, but 
by Lemma 2.7, since A cT Wi and A cT Wj, deg(&) $a, SO cO, c1 do not inf to u. 
Hence a is nonbranching. W 
3. The density of nonbranching degrees 
We now discuss the difficulties which arise when we wish to use the construction 
just given to prove the density of nonbranching degrees. We wish to show that, 
given r.e. degrees c, d with d < c, there is a nonbranching degrees a with d <a< c. 
First we note that it suffices to show that if d < c are r.e. degrees, then there is a 
nonbranching degree a with d s a s c. For if d Cc are r.e. degrees, then by two 
applications of the Density Theorem, there are r.e. degrees dl, cl with d < d, < 
cl <c and if we can find a nonbranching with d, Marc,, then d<a<c, as 
desired. 
So suppose that d < c are r.e. degrees and C, D are r.e. sets with C E c, D E d. 
We wish to construct A and set a= deg(A). To make Ds,A, we ensure 
x E De (0, X)E A, i.e., we code D into A on A(‘). How does this affect the 
nonbranching degree construction? If we make an attack on R,, n = (i, j, e), trying 
to diagonalize Bi,j against qc(A; x), then the attack may fail even if no higher 
priority R,. acts later, because a change in D forces a number into A, thereby 
destroying the computation. Hence it is possible that infinitely many attacks will 
be made on a single R,, with each attack failing because of a change in D. 
Nonetheless, Lemma 2.2 ensures that if R, fails, with it = (i, i, e), there will be 
infinitely many x’s in I such that the final positions of rtj and A;j are 
ZI,&(A ; x). If in this case we ensure that an attack is made on R, through one of 
these ‘good’ x’s after Pe(A; x) has settled down, then R,, will be met. We give 
three modifications to the basic construction which are necessary to ensure this. 
First, note that by the time the correct computation ?Pe(A ; x) has been estab- 
lished for some good x, an attack may already have been made on R,, through x, 
diagonalizing against an earlier false computation, so that x is already in Bi,j. 
Hence in order to ensure that we make an attack with a good x after YPe(A ; x) 
has settled down, we must be willing to diagonalize on a single x E w@) more than 
once, alternately putting x into Bi,j and taking it out, trying to make 
B,,j(x) # Pe (A ; x). As long as at some point in the construction we never later 
attack R, through x, x will end up being either definitely in Bi,j or definitely out 
of Bi,j SO Bi,i is a well-defined set. 
Second, we allow a new attack on R, even if an old attack is in progress as long 
as the new attack is more likely to succeed than the old attack, that is, if 
t,l~_(A, ; x) < &,(A, ; x’) we allow a new attack on R, through x even if there is an 
attack in progress on R,, through x’. Finally, since one R, may be attacked 
infinitely often, we cannot just attack at most one R, at a given stage. Hence at 
stage s we will attack any of RI, . . . , R, which need attention. 
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Since a single R, may be attacked infinitely often, the amount of restraint of 
priority n may not have a finite limit. However, the restraint will drop back often 
enough to have a finite lim inf. This will happen because any attack on R, based 
on a computation which exists at the end of a true stage in the enumeration of A 
will be successful. 
We now discuss the difficulties which arise in making A +C. Since our method 
is based on the usual permitting method, we begin by summarizing the usual 
permitting technique. In a typical permitting argument we are given a nonrecur- 
sive r.e. set C and we want to construct an r.e. set A such that A +-C and A 
meets requirements {R,},,,. From time to time in the construction, witnesses are 
put into A to meet R, subject to (i) a restraint R(n, s) which has a finite limit, and 
(ii) the permitting condition, i.e., if x is put into A at stage s, then C changes 
below x at stage s (C ‘permits’ below x at stage s). We then have A +-C by 
permitting. The argument that R, is met has the following form. If R,, is not met, 
then we can effectively identify infinitely many witnesses x with stages s’ such that 
x permanently wants to go into A for R, after stage s’, and if x is put into A, R, 
will be met. Since R, is not met, these witnesses are not put into A. Hence if x 
and s’ are as above and x 2 the limit of R(n, s) and R(n, s) has reached its limit at 
stage s’, we must have that C never permits below x at a stage >s’. But then C is 
recursive, a contradiction. 
In our construction, ‘witnesses’ are numbers q = min{r;,,, AZi,J which we must 
put into A when we put x into or take x out of Bi,i in order to diagonalize, and 
the restraint R(n, s) has a finite lim inf but not necessarily a finite limit. Due to 
this behaviour of R(n, s), if we used the permitting method outlined above, the 
construction would fail because if q permanently wanted to go into A for R,, after 
stage s but did not, we could not conclude that C never permits below q after 
stage s. Indeed, C might permit below q at a stage t + 1 > s at which R(n, t) is >q, 
so q is restrained from A at that stage. Since we may have the limsup of 
R(n, s) = 00, this could happen no matter how large q is. 
To get around this problem, we use a modified permitting method. At stage 
s + 1 we find to, the greatest t < s such that R(n, t) is <R(n, s). If C permits below 
q at any stage between to+ 1 and s + 1, then at stage s + 1 we may put q into A 
for sake of R, if q is 2R(n, s). With this modification, if q is 2 the liminf of 
R(n, s) and q permanently wants to go into A for sake of R,, after stage s but 
does not, then C never permits below q after stage s. (If C permits below q at 
stage s1 + l> s, let s’f 1 2s1 + 1 be least such that q 2 R(n, s’). Then stage to, 
calculated as above at stage s’+ 1, is <s,, and C permits q at stage s1 + 1 with 
to + 1 < s1 + 1 s s’ + 1, so q may enter A at stage s’ + 1.) With this modified 
permitting method, the proof that A +C is more difficult. As in the proof of the 
original Density Theorem, we will show inductively the existence of a C-recursive 
function g such that, for all e, ??gce,(C) = Ace). 
If R,, fails, then in order to recognize the infinitely many numbers q and stages 
S such that q permanently wants to go into A for sake of R,, after stage s (which 
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Lemma 2.2 guarantees exist), we need an A oracle. Thus, if R, fails, we establish 
that C+A. In order for this conclusion to be a contradiction, we must meet, for 
all n, the requirement 
N,: ‘J’,,(A) # C. (3.1) 
We do this using the Sacks negative restraint strategy, just as we met (2.1) in 
Theorem 2.3. For this strategy to succeed we must have, for each n, C not 
recursive in the injury set for N,. In fact, we will have, for n 2 1, that A’“!, the set 
of elements put into A for sake of R,,, is recursive in D. 
Now we give the complete proof of the theorem. 
Theorem 3.1 (Density of Nonbranching Degrees Theorem). If d and c are r.e. 
degrees with d < c, then there is a nonbranching degree a with d <a -C c. 
Proof. As shown in the discussion prior to this theorem, it suffices to show that if 
d and c are r.e. degrees with d<c, then there is a nonbranching degree a with 
d<a <c.Let d and c be r.e. degrees with d < c and let DE d, C E c be infinite 
r.e. sets with one-one recursive enumerations {dS}S,,, {c,},,, respectively. We 
construct an r.e. set A, and sets Bi,j recursive in 4’ as in the preceding discussion. 
We have requirements {NJnEO and {R,},,, as in (3.1) and (2.2). For each i, j, e, p 
with (i, j, e) # 0 we have markers Ti,j (e*p), A$P’. From time to time during the 
construction we may begin an attack on R,,, n = (i, j, e), n > 0, through an x E w(=); 
when we do, we enumerate a restraint of priority n associated with the attack. 
The attack and the restraint remain in effect until the restraint is violated by a 
change in A, at which time both the restraint and the attack are canceled. 
At the end of stage s we let 
I(n, s) =max{x: WY <x>(%,&; Y> = G(Y))), 
m(n,s)=max{x:(3v)(v~s~x~l(n,u)~ 
WY~X)[A,~U=%~ u where u = &,,,,(A, ; Y)II, 
r,(n, s)=max{&,(A,; z):z+rt(n, s)} 
R,(n, s) = max{r,(n’, s) : O<n’< n}. 
Except for the use of m, the modified length function, which is crucial in the proof 
of Lemma 3.7, these definitions are essentially the same as those in the proof of 
Theorem 2.3. We define r2 and R2 exactly as in the proof of Theorem 2.3, but we 
set R(n, s) = max{R,(n, s), R,(n, s + 1)). When, at substage n of stage s + 1, we 
indirectly refer to R2(n, s + 1) (by using R(n, s)), we really mean the largest 
restraint of priority < n existing at the beginning of the substage. It then follows 
immediately from the construction that this quantity is in fact equal to R,(n, s + 
1). 
We now give the construction. 
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sage s = 0. Put r$p), A$,) on ((i, j, e), (p, 0)), all (i, j, e) # 0, and enumerate 
(0, d,,) into A. 
Stage s + 1 >O. 
(1) For each i, j, and x = (e, p) with (i, j, e) # 0, if a number < x enters Wi ( Wj) 
at stage s + 1, set rtj,s+l (A;j,s+l) equal t0 ((i, j, e), (p, S + 1)). 
(2) Enumerate (0, d,,,) into A. 
(3) Therearenows+lsubstagesforn=l,...,s+l. 
Substage n. Let n = (i, j, e) and let to be the greatest t, t < s, such that R(n, t) s 
R (n, s). (Take to = 0 if there is no such t.) See if there is any x E w(~), x s s + 1, 
such that, if q = min{r&,+l, A;j,s+l}, 
‘J’e,s (A ; X> = Bi,j,s (XI, (3.2) 
the computation giving !J’_(A, ; x) still exists, (3.3) 
q smax{&(A,; XL Nn, ~11, (3.4) 
&A,, (3.5) 
q>ct for some t, t,+l<tGs+l, (3.6) 
if R, is under attack through x’, then &,(A, ; x) < &,(A, ; x’) (3.7) 
If there is no such x, substage n is over. Otherwise, among the x’s in o@) 
satisfying (3.2)-(3.7), choose one which minimizes +_(A,; x), (say the least such). 
For this x, put q = min{r&+,, A;j,s+l} into A and put x into Bi,j if it is not in Bi,j,s 
and take it out of Bi,i if it is in Bi,j,s. We say that an attack on IX,, through x has 
begun and enumerate a restraint of priority n equal to &_,(A,; x) which is 
associated with the attack. Cl 
We now show the correctness of the construction through the following 
lemmas. 
Lemma 3.2. D +-A. 
Proof. We have x E Dt, (0, x) E A. Cl 
Lemma 3.3. For each i and j, lim, Bi,i,,(x) exists for all x (so Bi,j is a well-defined 
set recursive 4’) and Bi,j + Wi @A, Wi @A. 
Proof. Fix i, j and x = (e, p). If (i, j, e) = 0, then (e, p) 6 Bi,j. Otherwise, as in the 
proof of Lemma 2.4, r; has a final position. In fact, r;,, has value z equal to 
((i, j, e), (p, so)) for all s 3 sO, where so is the least s such that Wi,, 1 x = Wi r X. NOW 
if x is put into or taken out of Bid at a stage s > sO, then, by (3.5), a number %z is 
put into A at stage s. Thus if to is the first stage aso such that Ator z + 1 = 
A 1 z + 1, then x is not put into or taken out of Bi,j at a stage > to. Hence Bi,j is 
well-defined. 
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In the preceding paragraph, s,, and z can be found recursively in Wi, and given 
z, to can be found recursively in A. Since I&%(X) = Bi,i(X) and the above proce- 
dure is uniform in X, Bi,j + Wi @A. Similarly, Bi,j ST Wj @A. Cl 
Let T be the set of true stages in the enumeration of A given by the 
construction. 
Lemma 3.4. For all n, lim,,, r2(n, t + 1) < 00. 
Proof. By (3.2), (3.3), and (3.4), when a restraint is enumerated it protects a 
computation; the restraint remains exactly as long as the computation remains. 
Suppose that a restraint of priority n equal to w exists at the end of stage t + 1 
where tET. Say w was put on at stage s+l<t+l and w=&,(A,;x). If 
s + 1 = t + 1, then @e,r(At; x) & by (3.2). If s+l< t + 1, then @e,t(At; x) & since the 
computation qe,,(A,; x) exists before and after stage t. Hence, since t E T, the 
computation being protected is correct, so the attack on R, corresponding to the 
restraint will never be canceled. It follows from (3.7) that any restraints of priority 
n enumerated after stage t + 1 will be <w. Thus, either for no t E T does a 
restraint of priority n exist at the end of stage t + 1, or else the amount of restraint 
of priority n put on during the construction is bounded. The lemma follows from 
these facts. 0 
Lemma 3.5. For each n > 0, there is a stage t,, such that if q is put into A for sake of 
R, at stage tat,,, then D,rq#Drq. 
Proof. Suppose that the result holds for all n’ with 1s n’ < n. Let n = (i, j, e). If 
R, is attacked only finitely often, then we may take t, so large that no number is 
put into A for the sake of R, at a stage at,,. Hence suppose, for the rest of this 
proof, that R, is attacked infinitely often. Then we claim that 
every restraint of priority n enumerated in the construction is 
later violated. (3.8) 
To see (3.8), suppose that w is a restraint of priority n put on at stage s and that 
w is never violated. Then the attack on R,, corresponding to w is never canceled, 
so by (3.7) any attack on R, made after stage s is through an x E mCe) such that, if 
the attack is made at stage t + 1, x < +&(A,; X)-C w. But, as shown in the proof 
of Lemma 3.3, only finitely many attacks are made on R, through any fixed x E w(~). 
Thus, since every attack on R, after stage s is through an x E o@) with x < w, only 
finitely many attacks are made on R,, contradicting our assumption. 
Now suppose that a restraint equal to w1 of priority n is enumerated at stage sl. 
Then we claim that 
A:;“)r w1 # A(“‘)1 wl. (3.9) 
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.: 
The proof is again by contradiction. Suppose that A::“) 1 w1 = A(<“) 1 wl. By (38, 
the restraint w1 must be injured, but ALP) r w1 = A(<“) 1 wl, so the injury is due to 
a later attack on R,, say at stage s,‘with corresponding restraint w2. By (3.7), 
w:!<wl, so A:;“)r~~=A(<“)rw~. Restraint w2 must be injured by a further 
attack on R, yielding w,< w2 and sj >s2. Continuing, we obtain an infinite 
strictly descending chain of nonnegative integers, a contradiction which estab- 
lishes (3.9). 
Now take t,, = max{t,,, : 1~ n’ < n} and suppose that a number q is put into A for 
sake of R, at a stage t 2 t,,. Then also at stage t a restraint w of priority n is 
enumerated and by (3.4), q 2 w. By (3.9), AZ<“)1 wf A(<“)1 w, say a number 
u <w enters A(<“’ at a stage t’> t. If u E A(‘), then u = (0, &), so 4, ~(0, 4,) = 
u<w~q and D,rq#Drq, as desired. If uEAcn’) where l~n’<n, then u is put 
into A for sake of R,. at stage t’ where t’ 2 t > t,, 2 t,,!, so by induction hypothesis, 
D,,ru#Dru. Since usq and t’at, D,rq#Dlq, as desired. 0 
Since, for n >O, A(“) consists of the numbers put into A for sake of R,,, it 
follows from Lemma 3.5 that A(“)+-D for all n>O. Also, A(‘)=,D, so, for all 
n, A-)+-D. 
Lemma 3.6. For all n 2 1, N, is met and limtsT r,(n, t) <co. 
Proof. If n > 1, the injury set for N,, is contained in A(<“‘, so is recursive in A(<“) 
which in turn is recursive in D. Since C is not recursive in D, C is not recursive in 
the injury set for N,,, so, by the Injury Lemma [14, p. 5191, N,, is met, and, by the 
Window Lemma [14, p. 5191, limttTr,(n, t)<m. Cl 
Lemma 3.7. Let n be >O and let T,, be the set of true stages in the enumeration of 
A (<“) which comes from the enumeration of A given in the construction. Then 
tE Tn, sat+R(n, t)<R(n,s). (3.10) 
Proof. First we claim that 
n’<n,tET,, s z= t + r2(n’, t + 1) < r2(n’, s + 1). (3.11) 
To see this, suppose that a restraint w of priority n’ < n exists at the end of stage 
t + 1 where t E T,. Then no number <w enters A at stage t. Since t E T,, 
A;<“) 1 w = A(-‘) r we S’ mce w has priority n’ as a restraint, it can only be injured 
by an element of A(=“‘) c A(<“). Since A(c)11 is correct through w at the end of 
stage t, w is never injured and so remains as restraint of priority n’ throughout the 
construction. This establishes (3.11). It follows that 
tET,,, s 2 t + R2(n, t + 1) s Rz(n, s + 1). (3.12) 
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Also (see [14, Remark 2.4]), 
O<n’<n, tET,, s 3 t -+ rl(n’, t) S rI(n’, s), 
and hence 
tET,, s 2 t -+ Rl(n, t)SR,(n, s). 
Combining (3.12) and (3.13) establishes (3.10). 0 
(3.13) 
Lemma 3.8. A +C. 
Proof. We prove the lemma by showing the existence of a C-recursive function g 
such that for all n, A(“) = Yfgc,,,(C). Since A(‘)=,D+C, there is a g(0) with 
A(‘) = ?P.&C>. Now suppose that n >O and for n’< n we have g(n’) with 
A’“” = ‘J’&,(C). W e s h ow how to obtain, uniformly in n and effectively in C, a 
number g(n) with A’“‘= 9.&C). Using g(n’), n’<n, and C, we can compute 
A(<“) and hence T,,, which is infinite. Given q E w(“), find a t E T,,, with Ct+l 1 q = 
C r q. Then we claim that q E A c, q E A,+l. Suppose not. Then q enters A at some 
stage s + 1 > t + 1. Since q E A’“‘, q enters A at substage n of stage s + 1. The 
number 
t,=max{t’:t’<s~R(n, t’)SR(n, s)} 
must be St since by (3.10) R(n, t)SR(n,s). But by (3.6), ct,<q for some 
t’, s + 1 a t’ > to + 1 a t + 1. Thus Ct+l 1 q # C r q, contradicting choice of t. Hence 
these instructions give g(n) and the desired C-recursive function g exists. 0 
Lemma 3.9. For all n > 0, R, is met. 
Proof. Suppose that n >O and that R, fails where n = (i, j, e), so A cT Wi, 
A <T Wj and Bi,j = we(A). We will show that C +A, contradicting Lemma 3.6. 
If an attack on R, is made which is never canceled, then R,, is met. Thus for 
each XEO@), no attack is made on R, through x at a stage after the correct 
computation Pe(A; x) has been established. As in the proof of Lemma 2.7, let 
f(x) be the least s such that qe,,(As; x) converges by a correct computation. Then 
for no x E 6~~~) is an attack made on R,, through x at a stage >f(x). Since W,(A) is 
total, f is total and f +A. By two applications of Lemma 2.2, 
s = {X E ace) : Wi,&, lx# wi~xAwj,fLx)~x#~~x> 
is infinite and r.e. in A. 
Let q(x, S) = min{r&, A;j,J. If x E S, then the final positions of rtj and A;, are 
>f(x> > &_(A; x) and since these final values are not attained until stages >f(x), 
they are not in A (since no attack is made on R, through x at a stage >f(x)). 
Hence if x E S, we may define 
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For x ES, h(x) may be computed effectively in A. By Lemmas 3.4 and 3.6, 
lim inf, R(n, s) < 00. Let M equal this number. 
Given x ES, say x =(e, p), with pa&f, we claim that if z, =q(x, h(x)), then 
C,(x) r u = CY 2). Since S is infinite and r.e. in A, and h(x) can be computed 
effectively in A for x E S, and z, 2 IJ&,..(A,,(~); x) > x, this claim would show that 
C +A, giving the desired contradiction. 
To show the claim, suppose that for tt l> h(x), c,+r < zi = q(x, h(x)). Let s + 1 
be the least S’ + 1~ t + 1 such that R(n, s’) s M, (s exists by definition of A4). Then 
the number t, = max{t’ : t’< s A R(n, t’) G R(n, s)} is <t. Now at substage n of stage 
s + 1 we have: x <f(x) < h(x) =Z s + 1; #_(A,; X) = Bi,j,,(X)(@&(A,; X) & since the 
computation giving the convergence !@_(A, ; x) has existed since the end of stage 
f(x) < h(x) < s; the answer must be Bi,i,s(x) else no further attacks on R, through 
x will be made and R, will be met); the computation giving P,,,(A,; x) still exists; 
q(x, s + 1) sq(x, h(x)) 2 &,,,e,h(x)(Ah~; x) = &(A,; xl; 
q(x,s+l)~p~M==R(n,s); 
q(x, s + 1) 6 A, (else an attack on R, through x has been made at a stage 
>h(x)>:f(x)); q(x, s+l)z=q(x, h(x))=u>c,+, where t,+l< t+l<s+l. Thus we 
have three possibilities: (i) an attack is made on R, through x at stage s + 1, (ii) an 
attack is made on R,, through some x’ at stage s + 1 where $_((A, ; x’) < 
&(A, ; x), (iii) an attack on R, through some x’ is already in progress at substage 
n of stage s + 1 and I+&, (A, ; x’) < &,(A, ; x). In each case, at the end of substage n 
of stage s + 1 a successful attack on R,, is underway. This contradicts our 
assumption that R, fails. Hence, the claim is true, establishing the lemma. q 
The theorem now follows from the lemmas. Let a = deg(A). Then by Lemmas 
3.2 and 3.8, d<a<c, and by Lemmas 3.3 and 3.9, a is a nonbranching 
degree. I 
Corollary 3.10 (Splitting by Nonbranching Degrees). If u > 0 is an r.e. degree, then 
there are nonbranching degrees b, c, both <a with a = b U c. 
Proof. Given a>O, by the Sacks Splitting Theorem, there are r.e. degrees b,, cl, 
both <a with o = bl UC,. By Theorem 3.1, there are nonbranching degrees b, c 
with b,<b<a and c,<c<a. Then a=bUc as desired. m 
Corollary 3.11. The nonbranching degrees generate the nonzero r.e. degrees under 
join. I 
An automorphism of the r.e. degrees is a map 0 taking r.e. degrees to r.e. 
degrees such that 8 is a bijection and for all r.e. degrees u and b, UG b-e= t?(a) s 
O(b). A set S of r.e. degrees is called an automorphism base for the r.e. degrees if 
any two automorphisms of the r.e. degrees which agree on S are necessarily the 
same automorphism. Evidently, any automorphism of the r.e. degrees takes 0 to 0 
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and preserves joins. Hence, if a set of r.e. degrees generates the nonzero r.e. 
degrees under join, then it is an automorphism base for the r.e. degrees. Thus we 
have 
Corollary 3.12. The nonbranching degrees are an automorphism base for the r.e. 
degrees. I 
Theorem 3.1 seems to be the first result, beyond the original Density Theorem, 
which asserts that a subset of the r.e. degrees is dense in the r.e. degrees. 
Although other subsets of the r.e. degrees are known to generate the nonzero r.e. 
degrees under join and hence form an automorphism base for the r.e. degrees 
(e.g., the low r.e. degrees), the nonbranching degrees appear to be the first 
nontrivial subset of the r.e. degrees which is definable in the first order theory of 
the r.e. degrees in the language < and which has been shown to generate the 
nonzero r.e. degrees. 
Theorem 3.1 can also be used to compute the Cantor-Bendixson rank of the 
r.e. degrees when they are given a natural topology. Let R be the set of r.e. 
degrees. The order topology on R is the topology which has as a subbasis all sets 
of the form [0, a) = {b : b is r.e. and b < a} or (a, 0’]= {b : b is r.e. and a <b} where 
a is r.e. 
Lemma 3.13. If a is an r.e. degree and a = inf{c,, . . . , c,,} where n 3 1 and each q 
is an r.e. degree >a, then a is a branching degree. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on n; for n = 1 the result is vacuously true since 
we cannot have a = inf{q} where c1 >a. For n = 2 the result is immediate. 
Suppose that the result holds for n 2 2 and a = inf{c,, . . . , &+J. If u = c1 fl cZ we 
are done. Otherwise, there is an r.e. degree d with d <cl, c2 and d$a. Let 
e = d U a. Then e is r.e., e > a and q, c2 a e, so a = inf{e, cX, . . . , c,,+~}. Hence by 
induction hypothesis, u is a branching degree. n 
Proposition 3.14. The isolated points in the order topology on R are the branching 
degrees together with 0’. 
Proof. By the Sacks Splitting Theorem, there are r.e. degrees u, b with a, b <O 
and 0’ = a U b. Then (0’) = (a, 0’1 n (b, 0’1, so 0’ is an isolated point. Suppose that a 
is a branching degree. Then there are r.e. degrees b and c, both >a, such that 
4 = b n c. If a = 0, then {u} = [0, b) fl[O, c), so a is an isolated point. Otherwise, by 
the Sacks Splitting Theorem, there are r.e. degrees d, e, both <o, such that 
a=dUe. Then 
{a> = [O, b) n [O, C) n (d, 0'1 n (e, 0'1, 
so a is an isolated point. 
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Conversely, suppose that u # 0’ is an isolated point. Then for some k and n 2 0 
and r.e. degrees bl, . . . , h, cl, . . . , c,, we have 
{a} =(b,, 0’1 n - -n(~,o']n[o,~,)n-. m[o,G). (3.14) 
Since a # 0’, n 2 1. We claim that a = inf{c,, . . . , c,,}. If so then we are done since, 
by Lemma 3.13, a is a branching degree. We have a<c, for each i, lsisn. 
Suppose that d is r.e. and that d < q for all i, 1 s i G n. We must show that d su, 
i.e., that dUa=a. We have dlJusq, lcis:, since both d and o are Gcj. 
Suppose that d U 4 >a. Then by the Sacks Density Theorem there is an r.e. degree 
e with a<e<dUa and so for l-r <‘ok, b,<a<e, andfor l<i<qe<dUa<q. 
Since a# e, this contradicts (3.14). Thus 4 = d U a as desired. n 
Proposition 3.15. The Cantor-Bendixson rank of R with the order topology is 1. 
Proof. We must show that R’, the Cantor-Bendixson derivative of R has no 
isolated points. By Proposition 3.14, R’ consists of the incomplete nonbranching 
degrees, and the topology on R’ is the subspace topology inherited from the 
order topology on R. Hence it suffices to show that if k, n are 
30, bl, . . . , &, cl, . . . , c,, are r.e. degrees and the set 
S = (b,, 0’1 n. ..n(~,o']n[o,c,)n...n[o,~) 
contains an incomplete nonbranching degree 4, then S also contains an incom- 
plete nonbranching degree df Q. If n = 0, by Theorem 3.1, there is a nonbranch- 
ing degree d with a <d CO’, so d E S, as desired. If n > 0, then by Lemma 3.13 4 
is not the inf of cr, . . . , c,, (else a is branching), so there is an r.e. degree e with 
eGG, for all i, lsiin, and e$a. Let f=eUa. Then a<f and f<q for all 
i, 1 G i s n. By Theorem 3.1, there is a nonbranching degree d with a< d < f. Then 
d E S, as desired. n 
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